
 

The Norton Ghost is an imaging program that creates an exact copy of your hard drive. It has the ability to create image backups, clone drives, and still work with your original drive. With this program you can clone old drives or create fresh ones for new computers. You can also use it to put your operating system on a partition so you never have to buy another computer again! Ghost will not only
help you back up all of your data onto one file, but it comes in handy for other purposes as well. The downside is its dated interface and lack of features compared to modern software like Symantec’s Ghost 11, which won Microsoft's Most Valuable Professional Award in 2018. Ghost32 is able to create ghost images of large partitions, like the entire hard drive, and can also be used to restore a hard
disk from a backup image. The Ghost interface has a menu bar and a task pane. It also features a new Explorer-like file system browser for viewing files on disk or in an image.

The following table provides an overview of the features available in Norton Ghost 15 & 16 for Windows XP & Windows Vista. Commands are entered via the command interface of Norton Ghost 15/16's console mode, which is accessible from within both Wizard-based and Expert-mode interfaces of the product. Installation notes Norton Ghost 15/16 requires the platform to have an existing
journalled shadow copy. The existing journalled shadow copy must be enabled for this product to function properly. The target hard disk must be formatted with an NTFS file system. Norton Ghost 15/16 will not recognize FAT32 format hard disks, so the disk must first be converted using Volition's Disk2vhd utility.

Professor Joel Becker, of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, writes that Ghost is "a really terrific program suitably priced" and "the one I've used for years. It's worth the money." John Sweeney, of PowerUser.co.uk, writes that "Norton Ghost is the undisputed king of disk to disk backup software". He also notes "There are plenty of other sites offering free download trial versions of Norton Ghost
which are fully functional for 30 days - but if you're serious about doing regular backups for peace of mind then it makes sense to buy your own copy".

The Helix community has released several unofficial updates to support current operating systems including Windows Vista SP1/SP2/SP3, Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1 and Windows 10, along with service packs for previous OS releases. 

The Helix community have released a beta update for the current Norton Ghost 15.0 to support Windows 10, Windows 8/8.1 and Windows 7.

Norton Ghost / Symantec / Symantec Security Technologies is a brand name that includes several brands consisting of:

Symantec also offers two antivirus products under the Norton brand: Norton Antivirus and Norton Internet Security (All in One). The other antivirus product is Norton 360 which works with different operating systems.

The following articles discuss or review similar products: , an independent manufacturer of disk imaging software, also sells an Imaging Suite consisting of both Ghost and Cloner technology.
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